
 

A Book in English by Woody Aragon - Buch

Woody Aragón is an outstanding card magician, technical expert, and
entertaining performer from Toledo, Spain. As a writer, lecturer, teacher, and
performer, Woody has incredible insight and theories about magic that he shares
in this book.

The card magic in this book will inspire, delight, and fool you as you learn and
use it. You are in for a treat. Enjoy.

In these pages, you will find wonderful card magic, wonderful thinking, and
effects that fool you as you perform them. Over the last few years, Woody has
traveled internationally sharing his card magic and theories, performing,
competing, and lecturing. Many magicians have asked "When will Woody write a
book in English?". After two years of hard work, it's here and you are in for treat.

Much of the material in "A Book In English" is in print for the first time. Some of it
comes from previous publications in Spanish but revised, rewritten and
translated. Much of the material in this book is mathematical in nature. But fear
not, it does not appear to be mathematical. Woody "gets it". Try it out and you will
see that difficult sleights and moves are replaced with really smart thinking. This
makes the card magic look and feel like real magic. For those who love sleights
and moves do not worry. Woody is superb at sleight of hand and shares his work
with that as well.
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"Woody has always amazed me and I admire the constant flow of ideas that, if
you look carefully from above, you can see moving under his scalp. Ideas for
incredibly practical sleights (his "Separagon"), ideas for effects, methods (the
genius of his "Human Scale", a version worthy of a standing ovation, which I
have seen many audiences give Woody as they are amazed and full of wonder
after seeing him perform it) and ideas for the structures of acts and shows."
- Juan Tamariz

"Woody Aragón has officially raised the bar. Anyone worth their salt as a
magician needs to have this book in their library."
- Eric Jones
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"Woody Aragón's spelling routine is not just entertaining and creative, it's also
commercial. This is the effect everyone dreams to create ... I can't believe he's
teaching the effect he used to win so many awards!"
- Shawn Farquhar

"Woody Aragón is a full-time professional magician in Spain. I like the way he
thinks and I predict that you will be seeing his name much more in the near
future. In fact, if you'll turn the page, I guarantee it."
- Steve Beam
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